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4 CDs 4 hoursRead by Judy Kaye"There are few writers able to sustain the solid mixture of

detection, narrative energy and cultural observations that one finds in Grafton." -- Washington Post

Book World"M" is for money. Lots of it. "M" is for Malek Construction, the $40 million company that

grew out of modest soil to become one of the big three in California construction, one of the few still

in family hands."M" is for the Malek family: four sons now nearing middle age who stand to inherit a

fortune - four men with very different outlooks, temperaments, and needs, linked only by blood and

money. Eighteen years ago, one of them - angry, troubled, and in trouble - went missing."M" is for

Millhone, hired to trace that missing black sheep brother."M" is for memories, none of them happy.

The bitter memoirs of an embattled family. This prodigal son will find no welcome at his family's

table. "M" is for malice.And in brutal consequence, "M" is for murder, the all-too-common outcome of

familiar hatreds."M" is for malice . . . and malice kills.
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This book seems to be all about the possible pitfalls of catching up with relatives you haven't met

before, or see for years. At the same time that Kinsey Millhone finally begins catching up with her

long-lost Howard cousins, Robert Dietz drifts back into her life - and she is hired for case to find a

family's long-lost brother.It is through her new found cousin, Tasha, a lawyer, that she is bought into

a case to find a Guy Malek - tearaway, drug addict and all-round fraudster who has been missing for

18 years. He has to be traced as he is mentioned in his father's will and Kinsey is brought in to help



the three remaining Malek brothers track him down to settle the will. Its a straight-forward case and

it hardly takes her a chapter to do - but all is not well in the Malek household. There is bitterness

there that dates back to well before Guy left - and it all seems to be centred on Guy .However

Kinsey seems to think that Guy really is a changed person. So when a murder is committed in the

Malek household only a few nights after his return Kinsey must return to find out what happened

within those walls. There is unhappiness, malice and old crimes which must be solved before the

perpetrator of this latest murder can be brought to justice. This is another story of Loyalty which

reminds of C is for Corpse - where she is investigating for love as well as for money.Sue Grafton

cleverly (I think) dovetails Kinsey's life and issues with those of her new cousins, and the case she

is trying to address. The return of her Dietz into her life and the conflict of emotions she feels in

herself for Guy Malek, the man she was hired to find, and also her relationship - or lack of it, with

Jonah Robb who is now Lieutenant, made this quite sad for me.
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